WAC 173-400-850  Actual emissions plantwide applicability limitation (PAL). The Actuals Plantwide Applicability Limitations (PAL) program in Section IV.K of Appendix S (Emission Offset Interpretive Ruling) to 40 C.F.R. Part 51, (in effect on the date in WAC 173-400-025) is adopted with the following exceptions:

1. The term "reviewing authority" means "permitting authority" as defined in WAC 173-400-030.

2. "PAL permit" means the major or minor new source review permit issued that establishes the PAL and those PAL terms as they are incorporated into an air operating permit issued pursuant to chapter 173-401 WAC.


4. No PAL permit can be issued under this provision until EPA adopts this section into the state implementation plan.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.152, 70.94.331, 70.94.860. WSR 16-12-099 (Order 16-01), § 173-400-850, filed 5/31/16, effective 7/1/16. Statutory Authority: Chapter 70.94 RCW. WSR 12-24-027 (Order 11-10), § 173-400-850, filed 11/28/12, effective 12/29/12; WSR 11-06-060 (Order 09-01), § 173-400-850, filed 3/1/11, effective 4/1/11.]